The words “equity,” “diversity” and “inclusion” (EDI) involve more than having a mixed group of people in your workplace. In this session, we’ll discuss the latest strategies for ensuring that everyone in your workplace feels welcome, respected and supported—and has the same opportunities for advancement.

Presented by Tenti Howard
Senior Director, FEI Behavioral Health

---

With skyrocketing tuition rates and stagnant wages, it’s no wonder so many graduates struggle to repay their student loans. We’ll discuss why student loans have become such a burden and explore strategies that eliminate debt through consolidation, pay down and refinancing. Also, we’ll explore making those loan payments fit into your monthly budget.

Presented by Michael Di Maio
Founder, New Focus – New Jersey

---

It’s no secret that pets bring an abundance of joy and companionship into our lives. But what isn’t as well known is their many health benefits—to our physical, emotional and social well-being. We’ll discuss how pets can influence our brain chemistry. Plus, we’ll offer recommendations, tips and resources for selecting and caring for the right pet for you.

Presented by Ryan Atherton, MS, CEAP
Account Manager, FEI Behavioral Health

---

Electronic devices, Apps, Social media. It seems like everything digital is designed to steal your time and attention. We’ll discuss how social media and digital devices are designed to distract us. You’ll also learn how to clarify your digital clutter, set achievable goals and regain your focus—both “IRL” (in real life) and online.

Presented by Raquelle Solon
Business Solutions Engineer, FEI Behavioral Health

---

With all the buzz about CBD and cannabis, what’s the straight dope? Here in the U.S., more than half of all states have legalized medical cannabis, and many have decriminalized recreational marijuana. But what does the research say? Join us as we look at the impact of these substances—good, bad or otherwise.

Presented by Randy Kratz and Michael McCafferty
Senior Account Managers, FEI Behavioral Health

---

How do you manage work and a cancer diagnosis? We’ll offer practical tips, from sharing your diagnosis to dealing with side effects to creating a viable work schedule. We’ll also discuss the Americans with Disabilities Act and how reasonable accommodations can help both the employee and employer.

Presented by Monica Bryant, Esq.
Co-Founder and COO, Triage Cancer

---